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A manufacturer of computer peripherals that sells through a variety of channels leverages Click 
Commerce best practices and software solutions to improve its lead-to-win ratio while using 
fewer resources to manage leads. From entry-level consumer products to sophisticated enterprise 
solutions, the organization captures $600 million in revenue per year through a partner com-
munity of 1,000+ resellers, VARs, superstores, systems integrators and consultants. It also has a 
direct sales force.
This business scenario illustrates how an organization operating in a multi-channel environment 
can optimize its lead-to-win ratio and increase efficiencies through the creation of a highly auto-
mated web-based lead distribution workflow system. Guided by historical lead performance
measured in bottom-line financial terms, this intelligent system expedites and streamlines every 
facet of the lead management process including capture, qualification, scoring, distribution, fore-
casting, collaboration, progress tracking, and special pricing request processing.

Current Situation
“Manufacturer Z” generates new leads through two primary sources: their corporate website and 
trade show inquiries. Several full-time employees then convert these inquiries into leads, qualify 
them, and distribute them to partners via email based on product and territory coverage. 

In more than half the deals, direct sales reps from Manufacturer Z assist partners with closing 
the sale. Partners, in turn, often refer opportunities back to the manufacturer in the event of chan-
nel conflict, or in situations where extra support or special pricing considerations are required to 
win the deal.

Challenges
Manufacturer Z’s lead-to-win ratio is below target, a shortfall it attributes to
several issues with its current lead management process:

• Website inquiries are not getting qualified properly, with many leads being “dropped.”

• Leads are not getting into the hands of the right partners quickly enough, resulting in “cold  
    leads” that partners are not motivated to pursue.

• Leads are being allocated to partners who lack the product competency to effectively work the  
    opportunity and close the sale.

• Coordinating the various players involved in an opportunity is timeconsuming and inefficient; it  
    is difficult to track leads against revenue and determine the contribution level for split 
    commissions.

• The process for verifying and integrating partner deal referrals into Manufacturer Z’s central  
    leads database is labor intensive and such incoming opportunities cannot be linked with 
    special pricing requests.

> VP of Sales
Increase revenue generated by
partner reps without increases in
marketing expenditures

  Players and Goals

> Channel Manager
Get more leads in the hands of 
the best-fit partner reps more 
quickly and increase overall 
partner productivity

> Inside Sales
Reduce the time it takes to cap-
ture, qualify and distribute leads 
for follow-up

> Partners
Increase “face time” with quali-
fied prospects and expedite ap-
proval of special pricing requests

> End-Customer
Make it easier to locate a partner
capable of meeting specific needs
and reduce time to first contact
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Solution
Manufacturer Z selects Click Commerce closed-loop multi-channel lead management solution to 
address its lead management challenges and drive more revenue. With the new system, it can:

• Ensure highly qualified opportunities are not lost, by capturing and analyzing end-customer  
    needs from the corporate website and then immediately route those leads to the best-fit 
    partners and the central leads database simultaneously
• Load leads in batches, then automatically score, qualify, and distribute them based on any      
    combination of rules from historical lead performance to territory coverage to product 
    competency

• Associate end-customer accounts with the partners that serve them to provide end-customers  
    with a high level of service by distributing incoming leads to the partners they work with 
    regularly

• Ensure partners have visibility only into specific leads intended for them

• Facilitate collaboration between partner reps, direct reps, and managers to ensure the best  
    team is working together to win the most important deals

• Quickly configure lead workflow and add role-based or individual email notifications as required

• Forecast future channel sales by revenue or units, periodically revise forecasts, and roll-up  
    forecasts into executive reports

• Enable Channel partners to receive highly-qualified, hot leads right to their email client

• Allow Channel partners to electronically register leads and wins in Manufacturer Z’s central  
    database and synchronize vendor data with their own internal systems

• Enable Channel partners to submit and expedite special pricing requests on competitive sales  
    opportunities

> Minimize dropped leads and
reduce time to first contact
through automated, web-based
lead capture and analysis

  Benefits

> Get more qualified leads into the 
hands of partners/reps faster 
through automatic qualification, 
scoring and notifications

> Free up resources previously
dedicated to manual lead qualifi-
cation and distribution

> Reduce channel conflict by allow-
ing partners to directly register 
leads and wins

> Improve lead performance
through intelligent distribution

> Reduce lead processing time
with automatic routing

> Control partner access to leads

> Close more deals by enabling
team selling across the organiza-
tions

> Reduce time to process special 
pricing requests

> Increase visibility into the
pipeline forecast

> Improve quality of demand and 
revenue projections

> Gain greater visibility into actual 
sales history vis-à-vis forecast 
through in-depth analysis
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Detailed Methodology
The Click Commerce solution and its associated benefits are illustrated in the process diagram below. 
Broken down step by step, the methodology depicts both who the key players are at each stage of 
the process and which Click Commerce applications are at work. This process reflects best practices 
culled by Click Commerce in working with numerous Global 1000 enterprises facing similar challenges 
in managing the leads that flow into their organizations.

Customer fills out web-based 
needs analysis or searches 
online partner locator 

Manufacturer informs 
Customer that a rep will 
contact them shortly 

NEEDS ANALYSIS & PARTNER LOCATOR

YES

NO

Excel, Outlook, 
PDA Upload 

Partner registers a lead 
or win in centralized 
leads database 

Email notification is sent to 
the appropriate person(s) 

Is lead pre-qualified? 

Distribute scored lead 

Lead is assigned for further 
qualification 
Qualifying person completes 
qualification script 

Lead is scored 
QUALIFICATION & 
SCORING

High priority leads are 
distributed to partners based 
on past lead performance, 
product competency, and 
other rules 

Partner rep receives the lead 

Partner accepts the lead 
DISTRIBUTION &

ASSIGNMENT

High priority leads for 
named accounts are 
distributed directly to 
named account owner 

Partner rejects the lead 

Low priority leads are 
sent to global pool 

Partner reps review 
and select leads to 
pursue

Direct rep gets involved to 
assist partner rep 

Partner rep contacts Customer 
and provides updates 

TEAM SELLING & 
SPECIAL PRICING 

Team members share selling 
information and partner rep 
provides forecast 

FORECASTING &
ANALYSIS

Channel Manager creates 
channel forecast 

- Compares actuals to forecast 
- Reviews lead performance 

VP of Sales updates forecast 

- Compares actuals to forecast 

Partner requests a 
special price 

Lead is added to/updated in 
centralized leads database 

Sales Managers 
generate leads at a 
trade show 

Customer visits 
Manufacturer’s website 

Minimize dropped leads and 
reduce time to first contact 
through automated, web-
based lead capture and 
analysis

Get more qualified leads into 
the hands of partners/reps 
faster through automatic 
qualification, scoring and 
notifications

Free up resources previously 
dedicated to manual lead 
qualification and distribution 
Reduce channel conflict by 
allowing partners to directly 
register leads and wins 

Improve lead performance 
through intelligent distribution 

Reduce lead processing time 
with automatic routing 

Control partner access to 
leads

Close more deals by enabling 
team selling across the 
organizations

Reduce time to process 
special pricing requests 

Increase visibility into the 
pipeline forecast 

Improve quality of demand 
and revenue projections 

Gain greater visibility into 
actual sales history vis-à-vis 
forecast through in-depth 
analysis

BENEFTIS
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About Click Commerce
Click Commerce, Inc., a leading provider of on-demand supply chain management solutions, enables millions of users in 
70 countries to collaborate, in real time, with business partners across the extended enterprise. Click Commerce solutions 
support the unique business processes of multiple industry segments such as manufacturing, aerospace and defense, and 
high-tech. Click Commerce enables corporations including Alaska Airlines, BASF, Citibank, Eastman Kodak Company, Jabil 
Global Services, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Pier 1, Ryder, and Verizon to coordinate and optimize business processes, 
accelerate revenue, lower costs, and improve customer service. Click Commerce, an ITW company, serves as the platform 
to launch ITW into the software and technology market. More information can be found at www.clickcommerce.com.

Headquarters

233 N. Michigan Ave.
22nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60601
800-899-2641 toll free
312-482-9006 tel
312-482-8557 fax
click.sales@clickcommerce.com

Offices in:

Houston, TX
Portland, OR
Rochester, NY
San Francisco, CA
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